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COMMITMENT IS A POWERFUL THING
Matthew Schneider

“Commitment means staying loyal to what
you said you were going to do long after the
mood you said it in has left you.”

I

saw this statement on a website for a martial arts
studio that my seven year old son wants to join
and for some reason it resonated with me. Commitment has been a fickle topic around Monroe Equipment in 2018. We committed ourselves to
Viessmann only to have the mood leave John
Ortquist and Mike Luz (Viessmann Executives, aka:
horrible people) when
a much prettier and
less honest caller
came knocking. We
committed ourselves
to growing our organization with a new
branch in the center
part of the state and
with a mountain of
obstacles, we have
seen it through to
completion. We committed ourselves to
helping our contractors be successful in a
different and groundbreaking way, different from tradition, handcuffed to
commitment. If the year-end numbers are signal of
the success of this commitment, I would say we
achieved our goal.
In 2016 we piloted and in 2017 we went all in on our
“Commitment Program” named MECP or Monroe
Equipment Committed Partner Program. The idea
was to prove to many of the mega-manufacturers and
mega-distributors that more is not always better. Our
plan was to finally prove the concept that a few
smart, business savvy contractors, along with the
support of a zealous distributor, could produce more
meaningful results than the traditional approach.

The MECP Program was specifically designed in
reverse of many traditional programs offered by distribution that rewards volume. You see, commitment
is not driven by volume, commitment is fueled by
just that - commitment. For decades manufacturers
and distributors have placed all of their emphasis on
large volume contractors. Together they shower
them with gifts, discounts, marketing funds and trips
and the rich got richer… until a bigger or hungrier
manufacturer or distributor came around with a
sweeter deal. But what about the two to ten employee, local expert, ultra-loyal contractors that make up
the foundation of our
industry? What about
them? You see, mega
-manufacturers don’t
care much about
these guys because
they can’t move the
needle enough to affect their market
share for their stockholder
meetings.
Mega-distributors are
in business to make
mega-manufacturers
happy, so they chase
the volume contractor.
The MECP Program doesn’t take volume into consideration. In fact, dollar volume is not even a consideration. Entry into this exclusive club is solely
reliant on the commitment of both parties towards
mutual success. In the Monroe Equipment universe,
a three-man shop purchasing 100% of their equipment and materials from Monroe Equipment is way
higher on the totem pole than the twenty-man shop
“spreading the wealth”.
This commitment is rewarded by a plethora of sup-
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2019 CODE REFRESHER
Allyse Panaro
he State of Wisconsin Department of Safety and Professional Services, in conjunction
with the University of Wisconsin-Madison, is hosting the 48th Annual Wisconsin
Commercial Building Code Refresher February 25 – 27, 2019 in Madison, WI.

T

Tuesday, February 26 is the Wisconsin 2015 IMC and IFGC session that is pertinent to our industry. Anyone actively engaged in the design, construction
or remodeling of commercial buildings within the state is
strongly encouraged to attend. Registration is available at epd.wisc.edu/RA00303.
Please feel free to contact me at 262-783-8190 or
apanaro@monroeequipment.com for additional information.
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port that most owner/operator contractors don’t have the time or the resources for. Unlimited, personalized, inhouse training for you and your employees. Technology software and hardware to improve your efficiency and
profitability. An industry first, in-house, at your service 24-7/365 website specialist and designer to help with
your online presence. Unlimited access and support by our engineering department for design support, jobsite
help and residential heat loss calculations. A consumer says: “I will buy this furnace from you if you start the
install this afternoon.” No problems, we will run it to the job for you. Unlimited free “upgrades” if we don’t
have something you need, in stock. What might the future bring? I don’t know… the sky is the limit. What
about combined insurance pools or shared labor forces or additional branch partnerships? All of these things
are not funded or driven by volume of one contractor. Instead, it is fueled by the combined commitment of
high character individuals, committed to one another’s mutual success.
The results from this program are staggering. All, but two of our MECP dealers, grew their businesses double
digit percentages this year. There were a few of them that were in the 40% – 60% range! Many of them are
buying everything from Monroe Equipment, right down to the sheet metal screw. Special shout outs to true
committed partners and MECP believers like Robb and Scott from Donovan & Jorgenson, Matt and Paul from
Competitive Heating and Cooling, Travis and Katie from All American HVAC, Tim and Beth from South
Shore Heating, the Kuepper Family from Horsch & Miller, all the boys from Dave Perry Heating and Cooling,
Travis and Jon from Albiero Plumbing and Heating, Grant and Nancy from Oshkosh Heating and Steve and
Jean from Adamczyk Heating. Everyone participating in the program has a special place in our heart. These
folks have taken that commitment to a whole new, purely amazing level!
In 2019, take a good look at your professional relationships. Are they fulfilling? Are they mutually successful?
Do your vendors and manufacturers discuss mutual success? Is mutual success with your vendors even important to you? Commitment isn’t a scary concept. I once read that human beings are genetically predisposed
to want to help those that help them. When people who care about one another, above business concerns,
above market share numbers, above purchase volumes, get to a point in their lives where the mutual well being
of all parties is the number one priority – Great Things Happen. Monroe Equipment and our partners are proving it - one commitment at a time.
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EMERGENCY MOTOR REPLACEMENT CONSTANT TORQUE FURNACES
Kenneth Jung
rom the past, going back through chronological order, G2D95C series, G2D95B series, G2D95A series and even back to the GU95 series furnaces, contactors had the feature of installing an “emergency motor”
in the event that the factory ECM motor failed.

F

control module and main circuit board, there is good
news regarding emergency motor replacement on any
of the furnaces equipped with a constant torque motor.
The process to adapt a PSC motor into a furnace with
an existing constant torque motor is quite easy.

This was designated only to be a “temporary fix” in order to address emergency no heat/no cool situations until
the proper motor or control module could be replaced.

Assuming that you have a PSC motor of proper size
and horsepower for the application (and properly sized
run capacitor for the motor), the only other item needed
is a relay that has a 120 vac coil voltage. The RIB relay
model “RIBU1C” would be the easy choice for this
scenario.

With the advent of our current furnace product offerings,
two new styles of motors were introduced into production.
•
•

The 3.0 version ECM motor with only four communicating wires. (This motor was discussed in the
last issue of the Monroe Igniter).
Constant Torque motors (“E” series furnaces i.e.:
A96UH2E).

While there is still no option for an emergency motor
replacement on the ECM models due to the intelligence
and communication that takes place between the motor

For example; specifically addressing the wiring from
the circuit board on an A96US2E series constant torque
furnace. (See diagram)
•
•
•

Install a wire from the L1 spade terminal to one
side of the open contacts of the RIB relay.
From the other side of the open relay contacts, connect the wire of the motor for the speed tap selected
for your furnace application.
Wire the run capacitor as needed or shown by the
motor manufacturer.
• Connect the motor “Neutral wire” to one of the
Neutral spade terminals on the circuit board.
• Connect the RIB relay coil wires (120vac) to
the “ACC” terminal and “Neutral” spade terminals
located on the circuit board.
Any time that the “ACC” terminal (Typically used for an
EAC) is powered, the coil
on the RIB relay will be
energized and the PSC
blower motor will operate
at the chosen speed.

In heating mode, the blower will function normally
with a 30 to 40 second
“ON” delay and approximately 90 to 120 second
“OFF” delay at the end of the cycle. In Cooling, the
blower will come on immediately with the cooling call
and will time out at the end of the cycle based on any
delay timer settings.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Barb Beckett
eet Rachael Benson, the newest addition to the Monroe Equipment
sales team.

M

Rachael grew up as a Florida beach kid loving boating, swimming and pottery. She made her way to the beautiful lake town of Racine via Chicago.
She has two daughters Zoe, 18 and Isabelle, 15 who are her life (and maybe
the two cats and one dog too).
In her limited spare time, Rachael enjoys swimming, boating, reading and
metal arts. One thing that might surprise you about Rachael is that she used
to do a lot of wind surfing.
Rachael graduated from Florida State University with a degree in Marketing. For the last 20+ years she has worked in both operations and sales for
companies such as GE, JP Morgan Chase, CNH (Case IH tractor division)
and now Monroe Equipment.
Her specialty is process improvement. She works with dealers to identify their long term goals and together
they developed a strategy to get there. Monroe Equipment has the products and HVAC expertise to help you be
the best at what you do. Rachael is here to help your business be the best and most profitable it can be.

SAVE TIME - ORDER LITERATURE ONLINE
Lynn Beine
e have added a NEW feature on
our website. You can now request
literature from Monroe Equipment
online! Simply click “Literature” at the
top of the home page and you will be directed to our Literature Request Form.

W

Our most requested literature is listed, but
there is also an area at the bottom of the
form to request other literature. http://
www.monroeequipment.com/literature/
Please feel free to contact me with any
questions at 262-783-8190 or via email at
lbeine@monroeequipment.com.
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NEW PRODUCT: ARMAFLEX 520 ADHESIVE
Jessica Radtke
rmaflex 520 is a fast-drying contact adhesive that is preferred
for foam applications as it provides a strong bond for tight
seams. It is perfect for joining and sealing pipe insulation and it is
a great alternative to tape. We currently carry it in half-pint and
pint brush top cans making application even easier. No need to
buy the brushes separately!

A

CALEDONIA BRANCH ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY
Rich Taylor
t’s hard to believe that a year has passed for the 27th street location. On behalf of Randy and myself, we
would like to thank every one of our loyal customers for making it a successful 2018 and hope for even
better success in 2019. We couldn’t do it without you!

I

Also, congratulations to Tim of South Shore Htg and A/C for winning the “loyalty rewards” giveaway at our
27th street location of a $250 Lowes gift card. Thanks Tim, we appreciate your business!

Upcoming Events
FEBRUARY 2-9, 2019
MECP Dealer Incentive Trip - Costa Rica
MARCH 22-31, 2019
Realtors Home & Garden Show - WI State Fair Park
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